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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to describe a practical view of software measurement that formed the basis for a company-wide software metrics initiative within Motorola. A multi-dimensional view of measurement is provided by identifying different dimensions (e.g., metric usefulness/utility, metric types or categories, metric audiences, etc.) that were considered in this company-wide metrics implementation process. The definitions of the common set of Motorola software metrics, as well as the charts used for presenting these metrics, are included. The metrics were derived using the Goal/Question/Metric approach to measurement. The paper distinguishes between the use of metrics for process improvement over time across projects and the use of metrics for in-process project control. Important experiences in implementing the software metrics initiative within Motorola are also included.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a practical view of software measurement, that formed the basis for a company-wide software metrics initiative within Motorola. A software metric is defined as a method of quantitatively determining the extent to which a software process, product, or project possesses a certain attribute. This includes not only the formula used for determining a metric value, but also the chart used for presenting metric values, as well as the guidelines for using and interpreting this chart (and metric) in the context of specific projects.

To be practical, software metrics must be defined with their intended use in mind. Goal-oriented measurement (i.e., the identification of measurement goals and important characteristics to be measured before defining the metrics) [1]-[3] ensures such practicality because it provides not only metric definitions, but also the context for making interpretations of their values, so that engineers and managers are able to use them for making decisions.

Several companies are beginning to realize the important role that software metrics can play in planning and controlling software projects, as well as improving software processes, products, and projects over time. Such improvement results in increased productivity and quality, and reduced cycle time, all of which make a company competitive in the software business. Although there are many examples of companies beginning to use metrics in industry (e.g., [4]-[6]), some are finding it a complex and difficult undertaking.

Results of an industry survey sponsored by Xerox and Software Quality Engineering [7] indicate that fewer than 10% classified it as positive and enthusiastic. In another survey conducted by Howard Rubin and Associates (mentioned in [8]), it is reported that two out of three measurement efforts started, failed, or discontinued after two years. These experiences indicate that the implementation of software metrics is a very complex issue that involves several dimensions. All these dimensions must be addressed through a practical view of measurement in order to increase the likelihood of successfully implementing software metrics within a company or project.

Section II of this paper provides a multidimensional view of software measurement and identifies different ways that software metrics can be used within software projects and a company. Section III discusses the use of metrics for process improvement over time, as well as the use of metrics for in-process project control. Section IV provides the author’s experiences from implementing a software metrics initiative within Motorola, in terms of the obstacles that were present and how they were addressed, the cost involved in implementing metrics, as well as the benefits obtained so far and expected over the next years. The conclusion is in Section V.

II. A MULTIDIMENSIONAL VIEW OF METRICS

The purpose of this section is to describe the prerequisites for successful metrics implementation and introduce the dimensions that must be considered when designing and implementing a successful metrics initiative. They should be considered by the function tasked to implement such an initiative.

It is important to understand that the likelihood of a successful metrics implementation increases significantly if several prerequisites are satisfied. These prerequisites specify [9] that the following (preferably automated) systems must be in place: a cost accounting system; a software configuration management system; and a problem reporting/corrective action system. These systems are considered prerequisites for metrics implementation because their existence greatly facilitates any metric data collection and analysis process. If these systems are not in place, the software organization has higher priority items that should be addressed before fully implementing metrics (although a scaled-down metrics initiative may be possible).
Also, since metrics are usually used in conjunction with a process that must be controlled and improved, documented processes that are in use should be in place before starting to define process control and improvement metrics. However, some metrics can be defined to be independent of the process used and in that case, there is no need to wait for a process to be defined. There are cases where the existence of metrics provides additional motivation to engineers and managers to go back and define the software processes used in order to improve them over time through the use of metrics.

The dimensions that must be considered when implementing a metrics initiative include the metric usefulness/utility, metric types or categories, metric audiences or users, metric user needs, and the levels of metric application. These dimensions are further described in the following subsections.

2.1. Metric Usefulness/Utility

There are several important characteristics that are associated with useful software metrics. Software metrics must be (Fig. 1):

- simple to understand and precisely defined in order to facilitate consistency both in the calculation and the analysis of metric values;
- objective (as much as possible) in order to decrease the influence of personal judgement to the calculation and analysis of metric values;
- cost effective in order to have a positive return on investment (the value of the information obtained must exceed the cost of collecting the data, calculating the metric, and analyzing its values); and
- informative in order to ensure that changes to metric values have meaningful interpretations (e.g., the fact that the estimation accuracy of project effort increased should imply that a better estimation technique was used).

2.2. Metric Types or Categories

Software metrics can be classified under different categories, although it is not unusual that the same metrics belong to more than one category. A classification of metrics based on their intended use follows (Fig. 2).

- **Process metrics** are those that can be used for improving the software development and maintenance process. Examples of such metrics include the defect containment effectiveness associated with defect containment process (e.g., inspection and testing), the efficiency of such processes, and their cost.
- **Product metrics** are those that can be used for improving the software product. Examples of such metrics include the complexity of the design, the size of the source code, and the usability of the documentation produced.
- **Project metrics** are those that can be used for tracking and improving a project. Examples of such metrics include the number of software developers, the effort allocation per phase of the project and the amount of design reuse achieved by the project.

2.3. Metric Audiences or Users

There are different potential audiences of software metrics and their primary interests in using metrics are also different (Fig. 3).

- **Software users** are interested in the quality and value of the software products.
- **Senior Managers** are interested in overall control and improvement across projects in the business unit.
- **Software Managers** are interested in control and improvement of the specific software projects they manage.
- **Software Engineers** are interested in control and improvement of the specific software project activities and work products in which they are involved.
- **Software Process Engineers and Software Quality Assurance** are interested in a cross-section of what the four previous audiences are interested in (depending on whether they are working at the business unit level, or the project level).

2.4. Metric User Needs

A software metrics initiative must address the needs of all these potential metric audiences and users by (Fig. 4):

- **defining** metrics and obtaining consensus/acceptance by the user community;
- **training** metric users and providing consulting support for implementation; and
automating the data collection, analysis, and feedback process.

2.5. Levels of Metric Application

Such an initiative must also account for the different levels of measurement. Examples of such levels include (but are not limited to) (Fig. 5) the following.

The company (or business unit) level, at which data across several projects may be lumped together to provide a view of attributes such as productivity, quality, and cycle-time across projects.

The product group level, at which data across several projects in the same product area may be lumped together to provide a view of the same attributes, but within the product group.

The project level, at which data within the project is tracked and analyzed both in-process and post mortem in order to plan and control the project, as well as to improve similar projects across the business unit.

The component level, at which data within a component (e.g., subsystem) of a project is tracked and analyzed for managing the development of that component, as well as improving its quality over time.

This section implies that a software metrics initiative must be designed and implemented according to all of these levels and dimensions.

III. SOFTWARE METRICS INITIATIVE IN MOTOROLA

There are several reasons for starting Motorola's company-wide software metrics initiative. Studies published indicated to project participants and management, the usefulness of metrics in improving software engineering and management practices [21], [22]. Engineers and managers wanted to better understand the software development process and be able to determine necessary changes for productivity, quality, and cycle time improvement. They realized that this can be accomplished by measuring both the software development process and product, analyzing the metrics data collected, and determining necessary changes that can lead to more sophisticated techniques for developing and maintaining software. Software managers and engineers have used software metrics as a method for determining progress towards quantified improvement goals, such as Motorola's six sigma quality goal of having no more than 3.4 defects per million of output units from a project.

It was apparent from the start of the metrics initiative (based also on observations from other companies) that software metrics implementation is a complex issue. There are several cultural and human issues that need to be addressed up front in order to assure the success of such an initiative. There is also a need to define and use software processes, focus on continuous process and product improvement, set quantitative goals, and measure the extent to which these goals are achieved. This implies software engineer and manager discipline, as well as acceptance of software measurement as an integral part of the software development process. It also implies the creation of an improvement mentality allowing presentation of data that may indicate significant problems for a project, and concentration on process improvement instead of evaluation of developers.

In addition to these issues, there were also several technical issues that needed to be addressed, such as the lack of common software metrics that are well defined, guidelines for data collection and interpretation, and tools for automating the use of metrics. A Metrics Working Group (MWG) with participation across Motorola's business units was established whose primary purpose was to define a minimal set of software metrics to be used company wide for measuring and eventually improving the quality of the developed software.

The Metrics Working Group has worked for three years intensively to define a common set of software metrics, and support the process of deploying the metrics within software development groups. This common set of metrics is defined in Section 3.1 and their use for tracking improvement over time across projects is explained. Additional processes and metrics were also defined by the Metrics Working Group (or adapted from already existing best practices in industry), so that software metrics are integrated within the process that they attempt to improve. Examples of such metrics associated with specific phases of the software development life cycle where they can be used are included in Section 3.2 and their use for in-process project control is explained. The Metrics Working Group has also created and deployed (through appropriate packaging with training and consulting activities) process and metric definitions for the formal software review and the software test processes using the Goal/Question/Metric approach [1]-[3].

In addition to process improvement over time and in-process project control, software metrics can also be used for measuring customer satisfaction and feeding this information to product designers, analyzing software performance and improving it during software design and development, benchmarking software development practices and results across companies, business units, and projects, etc. However, this paper focuses only on process improvement and in project control.
3.1. Use of Metrics for Process Improvement over Time

The overall philosophy of the company-wide software metrics initiative in Motorola has been: *Measurement is not the goal. The goal is improvement through measurement, analysis, and feedback.* This implies that quantitative improvement goals are identified and metrics data is not only collected, but it is also analyzed for providing improvement feedback to software engineers and managers. Senior management has supported this objective and has made software measurement a required practice by software development projects, as specified in the Quality Policy for Software Development (QPSD). This policy requires the use of metrics by software projects in the following measurement areas:

- delivered defects and delivered defects per size;
- total effectiveness throughout the process;
- adherence to schedule;
- estimation accuracy;
- number of open customer problems;
- time that problems remain open;
- cost of nonconformance;
- software reliability.

After continuous debate within the Metrics Working Group that lasted for about a year, the representatives of different business units agreed on a common set of metrics that addressed the measurement areas identified above. Software productivity was identified as an additional measurement area, and metrics were defined to address this area as well. The primary audience selected for these metrics was senior management, and the metrics were intended to be used primarily for tracking improvement over time, across projects. Although the metrics defined were not perfect, it was decided that it is better to start from a set of metrics addressing the measurement/improvement areas identified, and improve these metrics over time, instead of debating forever, trying to find perfect metrics.

The following definitions of terms are used for describing the metrics defined below.

**Software problem:** A discrepancy between a deliverable product of a phase of software development and its documentation, or the product of an earlier phase, or the user requirements. The problem status can be “open” (the problem has been reported), “closed available” (a tested fix is available to the customer), or “closed” (a tested fix has been installed at the customer site).

**Error:** A problem found during the review of the phase where it was introduced.

**Defect:** A problem found later than the review of the phase where it was introduced.

**Fault:** Both errors and defects are considered faults.

**Failure:** The inability of a functional software unit to perform its required function. A failure is caused by a defect encountered during software execution (i.e., testing and operation). Problem reports are created as a result of observing a software failure and when analyzed could result in identifying the defect(s) causing the failure.

**Released software:** Software that has entered the phase of beta test and operation.

**Line of code:** A physical source line of code, excluding lines that contain only comments or blanks. Lines of code are units of source size. There are two different counts of source size (total and delta). Total source size is the total size of the released software. Delta source size is the size of the source code added, deleted, and modified from the previous software release.

By mapping the measurement areas identified in the QPSD to improvement goals, and mapping these goals to corresponding characteristics (stated in the form of questions), and metrics, a simplified Goal/Question/Metric structure [1] was developed. The goals identified were:

**Goal 1:** Improve project planning.

**Goal 2:** Increase defect containment.

**Goal 3:** Increase software reliability.

**Goal 4:** Decrease software defect density.

**Goal 5:** Improve customer service.

**Goal 6:** Reduce the cost of nonconformance.

**Goal 7:** Increase software productivity.

The questions and metrics defined were based on practical considerations, such as the scope of the collected data (data primarily from the development organization), and the control over the reported problems (engineering perspective versus customer). Software projects were encouraged to broaden these definitions to take an end-to-end, customer view, and the metrics evolved in this direction over time. Following are the definitions of the common Motorola software metrics (in the context of the goals and questions), as well as a reference to the corresponding chart in Fig. 6 which is used for presenting the metric values. The charts in Fig. 6 are known within Motorola as “the 10-up software metrics charts.” *Any data presented in charts within this paper are only for the purpose of providing examples, and should not be considered as representing actual project data.*

**Goal 1: Improve Project Planning**

**Question 1.1:** What was the accuracy of estimating the actual value of project schedule?

**Metric 1.1:** Schedule Estimation Accuracy (SEA) (chart 9)

\[
SEA = \frac{\text{actual project duration}}{\text{estimated project duration}}
\]

**Question 1.2:** What was the accuracy of estimating the actual value of project effort?

**Metric 1.2:** Effort Estimation Accuracy (EEA) (chart 9)

\[
EEA = \frac{\text{actual project effort}}{\text{estimated project effort}}
\]

**Goal 2: Increase Defect Containment**

**Question 2.1:** What is the currently known effectiveness of the defect detection process prior to release?

**Metric 2.1:** Total Defect Containment Effectiveness (TDCE) (chart 7)

\[
TDCE = \frac{\text{number of pre-release defects}}{\text{number of pre-release defects} + \text{number of post-release defects}}
\]
**Question 2.2**: What is the currently known containment effectiveness of faults introduced during each constructive phase of software development for a particular software product?

**Metric 2.2**: Phase Containment Effectiveness for phase i (PCEi) (chart 8)

\[
PCEi = \frac{\text{number of phase i errors}}{\text{number of phase i errors} + \text{number of phase i defects}}
\]

**Goal 3: Increase Software Reliability**

**Question 3.1**: What is the rate of software failures, and how does it change over time?

**Metric 3.1**: Failure Rate (FR) (used at the project level only; not part of the 10-up charts)

\[
FR = \frac{\text{number of failures}}{\text{execution time}}
\]

**Goal 4: Decrease Software Defect Density**

**Question 4.1**: What is the normalized number of in-process faults, and how does it compare with the number of in-process defects?

**Metric 4.1a**: In-Process Faults (IPF) (chart 1)

\[
IPF = \frac{\text{in-process faults caused by incremental software development}}{\text{assembly-equivalent delta source size}}
\]
**Metric 4.1b:** In-Process Defects (IPD) (chart 1)

\[
IPD = \frac{\text{in-process defects caused by incremental software development}}{\text{assembly-equivalent delta source size}}
\]

**Question 4.2:** What is the currently known defect content of software delivered to customers, normalized by assembly-equivalent source size?

**Metric 4.2a:** Total Released Defects total (TRD total) (chart 2)

\[
TRD_{\text{total}} = \frac{\text{number of released defects}}{\text{assembly-equivalent total source size}}
\]

**Metric 4.2b:** Total Released Defects delta (TRD delta) (chart 2)

\[
TRD_{\text{total}} = \frac{\text{number of released defects caused by incremental software development}}{\text{assembly-equivalent total source size}}
\]

**Question 4.3:** What is the currently known customer-found defect content of software delivered to customers, normalized by assembly-equivalent source size?

**Metric 4.3a:** Customer-Found Defects total (CFD total) (chart 3)

\[
CFD_{\text{total}} = \frac{\text{number of customer-found defects}}{\text{assembly-equivalent total source size}}
\]
Goal 5: Improve Customer Service

Question 5.1: What is the number of new problems that were opened during the month?

Metric 5.1: New Open Problems (NOP) (chart 4)

\[
\text{NOP} = \text{total new post-release problems opened during the month.}
\]

Question 5.2: What is the total number of open problems at the end of the month?

Metric 5.2: Total Open Problems (TOP) (chart 4)

\[
\text{TOP} = \text{total number of post-release problems that remain open at the end of the month.}
\]

Question 5.3: What is the mean age of open problems at the end of the month?

Metric 5.3: (Mean) Age of Open Problems (AOP) (chart 5)

\[
\text{AOP} = \frac{\text{(total time post-release problems remaining open at the end of the month have been open)}}{\text{(number of open post-release problems remaining open at the end of the month)}}.
\]

Question 5.4: What is the mean age of the problems that were closed during the month?

Metric 5.4: (Mean) Age of Closed Problems (ACP) (chart 5)

\[
\text{ACP} = \frac{\text{total time post-release problems closed within the month were open}}{\text{number of post-release problems closed within the month}}.
\]

Goal 6: Reduce the Cost of Nonconformance

Question 6.1: What was the cost to fix post-release problems during the month?

Metric 6.1: Cost of Fixing Problems (CFP) (chart 6)

\[
\text{CFP} = \text{dollar cost associated with fixing post-release problems within the month.}
\]

Goal 7: Increase Software Productivity

Question 7.1: What was the productivity of software development projects (based on source size)?

Metric 7.1a: Software Productivity total (SP total) (chart 10)

\[
\text{SPtotal} = \frac{\text{assembly-equivalent total source size}}{\text{software development effort}}.
\]

Metric 7.1b: Software Productivity delta (SP delta) (chart 10)

\[
\text{SPdelta} = \frac{\text{assembly-equivalent total source size}}{\text{software development effort}}.
\]

These metrics are applicable primarily at the product group and business unit level and selected subsets are reported monthly (as part of quality reviews and reports) to corporate and senior management. The quality reports are created by the Software Quality Assurance groups within business units based on data collected from projects within these business units. The set of common Motorola software metrics has evolved over time, as feedback was obtained from metrics users. A metrics reference document defining these common metrics, including concrete guidelines for their interpretation and usage has been formally accepted by company-wide committees and is being deployed across the company, with many projects already using these metrics. This document is accompanied by an executive summary for a brief overview of the metrics.

After defining the common set of metrics, overall quantitative quality improvement goals for software processes and products were established. These goals have been stated using Motorola's six sigma quality concept as applied to software, Charts 1 and 2 of the 10-up charts are used for tracking these process and product quality goals. In addition to these goals, software projects and business units were encouraged to define their own improvement goals using the rest of the defined common metrics, based on where their current baseline (i.e., the range of achieved values) is, with respect to these metrics.

In addition to reporting the common software metrics, individual software projects conduct further analysis of metrics data for identifying areas for improvement. Defect data has been found quite useful in this process, because if classified by project phase introduced and by cause, it can lead to actions resulting in significant process and product improvements [13]. Estimation accuracy metrics have helped several projects to define and improve the techniques used for estimating software project schedule, effort, and quality. Software problem-related metrics have also helped projects to track the responsiveness to the needs of those reporting them, and make informed decisions about allocating resources for fixing them versus resources for new software development.

3.2. Use of Metrics for In-Process Project Control

The purpose of this section is to provide examples of how software metrics can be used in-process for project control. In-process project control is defined as the ability of software engineers and managers to make informed decisions regarding the current and projected status of a project and take corrective action if necessary. Much of the data collected for the purpose of reporting the 10-up software metric charts, described in the previous section for process improvement, can also be used while the project is still in progress (using different charts) in order to control that project. However, additional refined data is necessary in order to use metrics for in-process project control. Representative examples (but not an exhaustive list) of such use available from industry and piloted/used by projects...
within the company follow. The data in the charts are only for providing examples, and should not be considered as actual data from projects.

3.2.1. Life-Cycle Phase and Schedule Tracking Metric: The purpose of the chart in Fig. 7 is to track the progress of life-cycle phase/schedule progress. It indicates a sample use for tracking the current status of a software project. Management is informed that at the current date (May 1991), the project is supposed to be done with design, and coding should have already started. However, only a portion of the design has been completed so far. The project plan is revised based on the actual data so far, and the additional projected time to complete a phase (or milestone) is plotted. The collection of these charts generated throughout a project can provide also important historical metrics data for software managers. The activities included in the Gantt chart can be presented at a more refined level, depending upon the audience of the chart.

3.2.2. Cost/Earned Value Tracking Metric: The purpose of the chart in Fig. 8 [14] is to allow a manager to track in-process the following cost-related quantities (and update the project plan as necessary).
1) Estimated total cost of the project (estimated at 1000 K$ initially, revised to 1200 K$ at week 30, and revised again to 1350 K$ at week 60).
2) Budgeted cumulative cost of the project.
3) Actual cumulative cost of the project.
4) Earned value of the project (the sum of the budgeted cost for the activities already completed by the project). This value is a good indicator of the current project status.

This metric is important because it summarizes the actual progress of the project (what portion has been completed) and how that relates to the project budget/cost. Tracking these quantities allows the software manager to make informed decisions regarding the progress and viability of the project.

3.2.3. Requirements Tracking Metric: The purpose of the chart in Fig. 9 is to track in-process at the project level requirement changes and determine their impact on the project. Such requirement changes include addition of omitted requirements, and fixes of incorrectly captured requirements. Although enhancements to the software functionality that were not part of the initial scope of the project could also be considered as requirement changes, these changes should be tracked separately using another chart similar to Fig. 9.

If the manager using Fig. 9 determines that there is an unusually high number of requirement changes in the early stages of the requirement phase, the major cause of such changes can be determined in-process. This will allow corrective action to be taken, so that the changes to the requirements are minimized throughout the remaining part of the project. Fig. 10 is an example of a Pareto chart that can be used for this purpose. If marketing is identified as a major cause of requirement changes for adding omitted requirements or fixing incorrect requirements, the manager can enhance the interface with marketing and customers, and possibly use prototyping for ensuring that the required software functionality is understood and captured correctly.

3.2.4. Design Tracking Metric: Software managers are also interested in tracking the progress of designers in designing the software product. Fig. 11 can be used for this purpose. It tracks the cumulative number of requirements traceable into the design, over time. The assumption is that individual requirements are named so that they can be referenced. Another assumption is that a traceability matrix is used to indicate what requirements have already been addressed in the design created so far.
The chart is used while the design is still under development for determining how complete the design is, and how fast it is created (design cycle-time). If the activity of design creation does not progress as fast as initially expected, the software manager determines the impact on schedule of subsequent phases, and the project plan is updated. Ideas on measuring software design complexity are included in [10] and [19].

3.2.5. Fault-Type Tracking Metric: The fault type tracking metric is used for analyzing code faults found with the objective to prevent the introduction of additional code faults. Once software coding has started and some of the modules have been implemented and are being reviewed and unit tested, code fault data starts to accumulate. This data can be analyzed in-process, while coding for additional modules progresses, in order to provide feedback to the coders of such modules regarding types of faults they should avoid introducing. Suppose that a software project uses Ada as the programming language, and the following cause categories for classifying code faults:

C1 — Incorrect or missing initialization of a variable.
C2 — Incorrect interface; call of an operation with the wrong parameters.
C3 — Logic problem, the control flow is wrong, the computation of a value is wrong.
C4 — Error handling problem, exception handled incorrectly, the operation has no recovery mechanism when an incorrect input is encountered.
C5 — The definition of a variable is incorrect, the fields of records are incorrectly defined.
C6 — Other.

Fig. 12 is an example of a Pareto chart that can be created using these cause categories to classify code faults. The project participants identify C3 as the most frequently occurring type of code fault (so far), followed by C1. The recommendation is given to the coders working on the rest of the software modules to pay additional attention to the correctness of control flow, computation of values, and explicit initialization of all variables used within their modules. Tools can also be investigated that support the coders in their task by providing a graphical view of their modules, or prompting the coder for initializing any variable which is used without having been initialized yet.

Many additional metrics can be used in the coding phase for in-process project control (several of them automated through commercially available tools). For example, modules with high cyclomatic complexity [15] can be identified, and the manager can allocate additional resources for reviewing and unit testing these modules, or even rewrite them if they are unnecessarily complex.

3.2.6. Remaining Defects Metric: The chart in Fig. 13 [16] can be used in conjunction with a technique for estimating the number of faults remaining in a software project. This technique assumes that the fault finding rate for a software project has the shape of a Rayleigh curve that can be represented in the form of an equation. This equation provides the number of faults per month as a function of several known (or estimated) parameters from the project. A key parameter that must be estimated (based on historical fault data) is the total number of faults expected to be found over the life-cycle of the software product.

In the example of Fig. 13, if the software manager has data from the first months into the project, the Rayleigh curve (and its corresponding equation) can be used for the purpose of projecting the fault finding rate over the remaining months of the software life-cycle. This fault finding rate can be used to project the number of faults to be found within a specified number of months. In this example, month 8 may correspond to the time that integration testing starts for the software project. Using the data so far (bars 1–7), and through fitting it in a Rayleigh curve, the projected remaining number of defects to be found in the software project can be estimated (based on the number for months 8–16).

3.2.7. Review Effectiveness Metric: The review effectiveness metric can be used to track review effectiveness and improve reviews and product quality over time. A control chart
can be used in-process for identifying any potential problems with the review (inspection) process or the product reviewed. Fig. 14 is an example of such a chart, indicating the error density of source code reviewed so far within the project (or within similar projects in the Division) [17]. CRi indicates code review i. By using this chart in-process, the software manager determines that the review process used in CR5 must be examined further (by talking to the reviewers participating in the process). If the review process steps were followed, and the right people participated, the data for CR5 indicates that the quality of the code reviewed was relatively high. If the review process steps were not followed, and the right people did not participate as reviewers, it is an indicator that additional errors may exist in the code, and an additional review may be necessary.

By examining the same chart and attributes (in-process) for CR8, the software manager can make the following decisions. If the review process steps were not followed or the right people were not among the reviewers, an additional review and/or rewrite may be necessary for the code reviewed. However, if the process steps were followed and the right people were among the reviewers, most of the errors are likely to have been found. If the code reviewed was critical for the whole software project functionality, then a rewrite may be necessary (due to the high error density; fixes to errors found may have introduced additional faults in the code).

3.2.8. Problem Severity/Priority Tracking Metric: The problem severity/priority tracking metrics are used to track progress of fixing defects described in problem reports found in testing and make software release decisions. Total Open Problems are tracked overtime for problems of different severities (and/or priorities), so that the manager is able to determine whether or not major problems are being fixed, and whether or not the software project is getting closer to releasing the product, based on the release criteria used. An example of such release criteria for a large project may be that at release time all severity 1 (i.e., crash causing) and 2 (i.e., major functionality affected) problems found so far should be closed. Also, that no more than five problems of severity 3 (i.e., minor functionality affected) should exist, and no more than 15 problems of severity 4 (i.e., cosmetic) should exist in the software, all these problems will be communicated to the customers. Fig. 15 can then be used for making release decisions, in addition to tracking the progress of problem fixing activities (the three bars per severity correspond to the last three weeks before the data is reported).

Fig. 16 can also be used by the software manager in-process for tracking the Age of Open Problems metric by priority level, prioritizing resource allocation for problem fixing activities. If the age of priority 1 open problems is high, or is not dropping significantly over time, testing is disrupted (because the software crashes and tests cannot be executed). The manager can allocate the necessary resources for fixing such problems and is able to visualize what the impact is by examining Fig. 16.

An additional use of severity (and/or priority) data associated with problem reports and defects found in testing is to create a list of severity 1 and 2 defects found so far, and have a meeting with the designers and coders in order to identify where else in the software these same defects may exist. The output of this meeting can be used for fixing additional defects identified through this process, without waiting for testing (or the customers) to find them first.

In addition to the techniques discussed in this section, the Failure Rate metric can be used (in conjunction with a software reliability model [18]) for determining the current reliability level of the software and making release decisions. Also [20] provides additional examples of tracking quality-related attributes from a Software Quality Assurance perspective.

IV. EXPERIENCES FROM IMPLEMENTING MOTOROLA'S SOFTWARE METRICS INITIATIVE

4.1. Software Metrics Infrastructure

Implementing a company-wide software metrics initiative can be a long term process. However, the benefits obtained for the company are certainly worth this effort. It was understood early in the process of implementing this initiative that there is a need for a software metrics infrastructure. A software
metrics infrastructure is what needs to be put in place for the purpose of facilitating metrics implementation within business units. This consists of working groups with participation across the company (e.g., the Metrics Working Group), the deliverables, training workshops on metrics, tools automating metrics, consulting support for metric implementation within projects, etc. These items are further explained below.

In addition to the Metrics Working Group, a Metrics Users Group (MUG) has been established for sharing user experiences of implementing software metrics in projects. The Metrics Users Group has representation across business units, meets quarterly, shares experiences regarding the use of tools to automate metrics, and organizes demos of such tools. The group is also involved in organizing an Annual Software Metrics Symposium within the company.

Additional activities and outputs that are part of the software metrics infrastructure established by the Metrics Working Group follow.

- Clarifications of metric definition, interpretation, and use are provided by the Metrics Working Group during its regular meetings (the group meets twice a quarter since 1988), and they are “packaged” as part of the software metric documentation and training material for dissemination to metric users.
- In order to address the “training” and “consulting support” dimensions of metrics implementation, a two-day training workshop on software metrics has been developed and has been taught across the company in the past two years. Hands-on consulting activities by the instructor follow the training sessions if requested by the workshop participants. This has been found a very effective mechanism of software technology transfer.
- In order to address the “automation” dimension of metrics implementation, requirements for an automated metrics data collection, analysis, and feedback system were also created by the Metrics Working Group and were provided to tools groups involved in automating software metrics.
- Criteria for evaluating metrics tracking systems were also created for facilitating the process of selecting commercially available metric tools. A list of metric tools that exist within the company or are available form industry was created and disseminated to interested metric users.
- Support for further analysis of collected metric data has been provided to metric users through generic defect classification schemes and examples of using these schemes for creating process improvement recommendations.
- The Defect Prevention Process [13] has been recognized as an effective mechanism to ensure that process improvement is achieved through defect data analysis. This approach has been championed by the MWG and several projects have started using this approach.
- Guidelines to interested business units for creating a function responsible for implementing software metrics are also available and used. As any other activity, if no function is identified with the task of implementing metrics it is almost certain that it will not happen.
- A method for assessing software measurement technology [11] has been created and it is used for providing feedback to projects about priority items that will further support metrics implementation.
- Customer satisfaction measurement through surveys (from a software perspective) is also encouraged through output of the Metrics Working Group.

4.2. Additional Implementation Experiences

An important lesson learned from the application of software measurement is that it is better to start from a set of metrics addressing important improvement areas, and evolve these metrics over time, instead of debating forever, trying to find perfect metrics. Another lesson is that as engineers and managers start using metrics, they realize the potential benefits of such use, and they start investigating additional ways to obtain even more benefits. The initial charts defined for presenting the common set of metrics were targeted toward senior management and the data presented was dependent on post-release data (primarily due to the need to minimize the cost associated with data collection). These charts are useful for providing an overview of the software quality status, and senior management has used them to track trends over time, as well as for benchmarking purposes.

Software engineers and managers who started using these charts expanded the use of metrics for in-process project control and feedback. As metrics data is collected within the software development process, the data should be analyzed in order to determine current project status and make projections of estimated status for the next phases of the project. This use within the project provides timely value to the engineers and software managers involved in the project. In addition to the initial 10-up software metric charts, in-process charts were defined and are used within software projects as explained in Section 3.2.

In addition to the in-process charts, the Metrics Working Group has created process and metric definitions for the formal software review, and the software test processes. The metrics defined for controlling and improving the software review and test processes were developed through the application of the Goal/Question/Metric approach which was found very useful. The process and metric definitions are appropriately packaged in order to address the needs of different audiences, and training material has been developed and taught for the purpose of transferring this technology and ensuring its use by the product groups. A recent survey of software engineers and managers conducted indicates that a very high percentage (67% of those surveyed) use the software review package which was deployed by the Metrics Working Group over the last three years. Additional process/metrics packages will be investigated for processes such as the software design process and metrics for improving this process.

There have been several requests over time from metrics users across the company for a centralized location where metrics data can be stored and compared to data from other projects. However, the approach taken was that a metrics initiative is more manageable when it is initiated by encouraging localized (decentralized) data storage, analysis, and feedback, so that the data is close to its source. It makes
more sense to use data when the context for the projects is known (e.g., products within a product group), as opposed to using data from projects in different product groups, projects of different size and complexity, etc. This is the reason why in addition to any metric data collected, data regarding the project from which this data was obtained should also be collected, stored, and used for analysis purposes. Decentralized databases storing data from local projects could be connected once the initiative is well established for providing benchmarking data to interested projects across the company.

A software metrics initiative should emphasize as its initial stages that the engineers and managers involved in the project are the best people to analyze the collected data, because they have expertise in the project domain and can interpret what the data indicates. An external consultant who has expertise in data analysis for process improvement and project control can help project participants to initiate such activities, and document some examples of how to do data analysis. It is best that this consultant be involved early in the project so that useful metrics are selected and the mechanisms are put in place to collect valid data and analyze them for improvement. Once this is done for a couple of projects, the project participants should take over, especially since the resources of software metric experts are limited (there is only a limited number of experts in this area that is available to date). The project participants should be able to champion data analysis and feedback once the metrics consultant has initiated these activities within the product group or business unit.

Another commonly found request to be expected when implementing software metrics is to pick only one metric to be used in a project, so that the cost is minimal. However, such use of a metric can be misleading, because it is really a set of metrics that should be tracked and analyzed in order to obtain a more accurate picture of several important attributes regarding a project or organization. If only one metric is used, projects can manage to optimize the values of that metric (indicating positive results). However, these projects may have significant problems that are not obvious by examining a single metric.

There is a cost involved when implementing a software metrics initiative. There are approximately eight participants present in the Metrics Working Group meetings (twice a quarter). There are also about 15 people present in the Metric Users Group meetings (quarterly). These people are involved at least on a part time basis within their organizations in implementing software metrics. Cost is also involved in terms of implementing software metric tools, but it can be minimized by avoiding duplication of effort.

There is an example within a Motorola Division where the resources used were 3 persons per year for approximately 350 software engineers (less than 1% of resources). In an example from another Division, the resources used were 0.75 person-years per year for approximately 70 engineers (about 1% of the resources). Cost associated with post-release metric data collection has been insignificant compared to the benefits. The cost associated with in-process metric data collection can be higher, but such cost can be minimized through automation. In general, the overall cost is acceptable and justified. The benefits obtained so far through quality, productivity, and cycle-time improvement (which are expected to continue in the future), are well worth the investment made.

There are several additional benefits that have been obtained so far from implementing software metrics. People have started thinking more seriously about software process and quality. The data has helped projects understand the extent of the problems they were facing and motivate them to improve. The metrics have helped establish local baselines (i.e., ranges of achieved data values), and focus on actions with quantitative results. There are cases of significant quality and productivity improvements due to implementing several software engineering practices, including metrics.

For example, the focus within a Motorola Division on improving software quality (and tracking results through metrics) has achieved 50X reduction in released software defect density within 3.5 years. However, it is important to understand that presenting the 10-up software metric charts did not improve quality by itself. It is the quality initiative taken as a result of analyzing the data in the charts that made the difference.

There are also many indirect benefits from implementing software metrics, including cases where the use of metrics has helped to improve ship-acceptance criteria, and schedule estimation accuracy. Software development groups are expected to learn from their mistakes from previous projects (through post-mortem analyses) and take action to avoid them. It is also expected that as a result of improving software quality, there will be significant improvement in Total Customer Satisfaction. Another long range benefit expected (which has been actually achieved so far within Motorola) is significant cost reduction due to improved quality. This results from reduced rework and the use of resources for new software development instead of fixing problems. In addition to cost reduction, reduced cycle time is also expected.

Software metrics is only one of the initiatives taken in the area of software quality. Additional initiatives include the use of a Quality System Review for software, Senior Management Forums for software, Software Engineering Institute assessments, software engineering education, technology transfer, and benchmarking/use of best practices. Motorola has been awarded the First Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in 1988 for its successful efforts and results on improving quality in all aspects of its business.

V. CONCLUSION

By addressing the areas discussed in this paper, Motorola has been successful in the implementation of a company-wide software metrics initiative with minimum resources. The level of expertise in using metrics varies across software development projects, but increases over time. However, additional work is necessary for ensuring that the software metrics initiative is institutionalized across all software development projects. Results from the use of metrics (documented in the proceedings of the Annual Software Metrics Symposium) indicate several examples where benefits have been achieved.

It is important to remember that metrics can only show problems and give ideas as to what can be done. It is the actions taken as a result of analyzing the data that bring the
results. This is the reason why it is critical for metrics users to understand that measurement is not the goal. The goal is improvement, through measurement, analysis, and feedback.
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